
   West Midlands Woodturners is a ―not for profit‖ company limited by guarantee. 

Registered in England and Wales. Registration No: 9419165 

Demonstration days start at 9.15 am and conclude around 4.30 pm.  

(Setting up from 8.30 am) 

Hands On days start at 9.30 am and conclude about 4.00 pm.  

Programme of meetings 2020 

Venue:  Kingsbury Community and Youth Centre, unless otherwise stated.  

    

 

January Demonstration  

Phil Irons  

January 2020 Newsletter  

19th January Demo:   Phil Irons  

16th February Hands On: Open Hollow forms  

15th March Demo: Rob Till 

19th April   Hands On: Colouring with spirit stains 

17th May Demo: Joey Richardson  

14th June  Hands On: Piercing 

19th July Demo: Andy Coates 

16th August Hands On: Bowl turning  

20th September Demo: Andy Routhwaite 

18th October Hands on : Turning a box  

15th November Demo: Rick Dobney  

15th December Hands on: ( AGM ) Gadgets and Giz-

mos. Christmas Buffet  
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                                       Membership Fees  

Thank you to all who have already paid their     

membership fees. 

 

Just a gentle reminder to those members 

who have not paid their membership fees, 

they need to be paid at the January meeting. 

  

 

    

WMWT Committee  

Chairman Steve Simmons Chair@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Vice Chair  Vacant Vice@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Director John Hooper   

Secretary Rob Huxley Secretary@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Treasurer Pete Blakey Treasurer@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Deputy Treasurer Chris Jones   

Programme and Events 

Manager 

Vacant Events@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Equipment Manager Malcolm Edwards Equipment@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Membership Secretary David Campbell Membership@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Newsletter Editor Rob Huxley Editor@wmwoodturners.org.uk 
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Secretary’s Comments 

Unfortunately our Chairman who had severe back pain and 

our  Treasurer with ―Man Flu‖ missed the last meeting of the 

year. 

The December demonstration was a little different as we had 

two Demonstrators during the day. Steve Heeley started the 

day with a decorative box and finished off the morning ses-

sion with an impressive bud vase. Steve was ready to start the 

afternoon session but it was clear that the treatment for his  

illness was taking it’s toll. Members of the committee decided 

that we wanted Steve and his family to enjoy Christmas as 

much as all of us and convinced him to rest and take a back 

seat. 

Knowing Steve had not been at the top of his game due to 

treatment we had arranged Wolfgang to sit on the bench 

should we need a substitute during the day, Cue Wolfgang. 

Wolfgang quickly set up and soon started the afternoon ses-

sion with a Shawl pin and brooch. 

There were 31 members, including a new member that        

attended the meeting. 

The raffle made an amazing £47 thank you for your continued 

support for the raffle. 

 

The Chairman’s challenge winners were presented with their 

trophies by Steve Heeley, well done Les, Graham and        

Malcolm. 

The display table had 11 Christmas trees, 6 mushrooms , five 

honey dippers, 1 Christmas decoration, 1 Basket weave and a 

large selection of pick a peg items. 

The Christmas buffet was again a great success and plenty of 

festive food to go around. 

As the end to 2019 approaches, I would like to thank you all 

for your support during the year and look forward to seeing 

you all in the 2020. 

On behalf of the Chairman and Committee I would like to 

wish you all a Happy and Prosperous New Year. 

Rob  

———————————————————————————— 
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    Steve Heeley review         

1st Project Decorative Box  

Steve used a piece of  mahogany for this project approx. 3x3x8 
inches. 

Firstly he went through H&S and his own personal check re-
gime with his 5 point lock down policy: 

Tailstock slide lock - check 

Tailstock hand wheel - check 

Tail stock lock - check 

Banjo lock - check 

Tool rest lock – check 

The piece was mounted between centres and 

turned to round using a roughing gouge. A 
tenon was created to fit in the chuck and the 
piece then fitted into the chuck. 

Another smaller tenon was created on the 
end of the piece which was to be the top of 
the box. After marking out the dimensions 

the top was parted off. 

 

The outside of the box base was tapered    

towards the top to create the shape. 

 

Steve created the lip on the top of the box 
for the top to sit on. Once to the size he 
then used a skew on both angles to create a 

knuckle ( convex shape )which would give 
the top a good fit. 

 

To start hollowing out the bottom of the 
box Steve used a drill which he had fitted a 
handle to and used this by hand to drill a 
hole down the centre.  

 

The depth was checked against the pencil 
line marked as the bottom of the box. 

  

Once the hole was drilled  he started the 
hollowing process with a 1/2 inch spindle 
gouge with a push cut towards the centre.  

 

He then switched to a 3/8 spindle gouge 
using a pull cut to remove the majority of 
the rest of the waste material. 
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To clean up the side and bottom of the 

box Steve used a Bedan with a dovetail 

profile so that he could get right into the 

corner of the box. 

The final clean up of the bottom was 

with a Skew.   

             

                                                                           

Steve sanded the piece to 120 grit and 

used a wax to create a slurry which fills 

any minor cracks and also reduces the 

dust, once sanded the piece was buffed. 

 

 

With our new Audio visual capability 

along with John’s excellent photography 

there is no hiding place when it comes to 

surface finish. 

 

The base and the chuck were removed 
from the lathe, another chuck was fitted 
and the lid section secured on the tenon 

created earlier. 

 

The width of the lip was transferred 

from the bottom of the box and marked 
on the top section.  

Using a 3/8 spindle 
gouge he pushed a hole 
into the centre of the 

piece and began from 
the centre with a pull 
cut removing waist to-
wards the lip line leav-
ing some material for 

final adjustment.  

Using a Bedan he care-
fully squared the side 
and created a ledge. 
He used the base to 
check the fitment and 

made final adjustments 
to create a snug fit. 

He then started to 
shape the outside of 
the top and once the 
rough shape was creat-
ed he returned to the 

inside with the 3/8 
spindle gouge to hol-
low out the lid. 

After refining the out-
side of the lid further 
the inside was sanded 

and polished 
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 The top was removed from the chuck and 
the chuck was replaced by the other chuck 
with the body still attached.               

The lid was fitted to the body and slight ad-
justments made to create a nice snug fit.  

The large bulk at the base was removed 

leaving enough material to create a small fi-
nial.      

 

The outside profile of the box was given a 
final cut smoothing out the joint between 
bottom and top and defining the final shape 
of the dome top. 

 

A skew was used to cut 3 grooves at the 
joint and detailed the top of the lid. 

 
              

The finial was created 

but the last cuts left as 

the tailstock was used to 

support the lid whilst the 

box was textured. 

The audience was invited 

to choose the type of                                                                 

decoration to use. 

 

The pattern chosen is 

created by using the 

Sorby texturing tool.  

Once the body was tex-

tured the tool rest was 

adjusted to apply the 

texturing tool at the 

same angel of 90 de-

grees to the surface oth-

er wise you will get a 

different pattern on the 

dome. The finial was 

then finished using a 

skew. 

The smooth areas were 

sanded prior to spraying 

black. 

Once completely cov-

ered a hot air gun was 

used to aid drying time. 

When dry the decorated 

areas were sanded being 

careful  not to overlap 

onto the smooth areas. 

The piece was then 

sprayed with lacquer 

and left to dry naturally. 
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The box was removed and 
the chuck changed  and a 
scrap piece fitted to create 

a jam chuck to enable the 
base to be finished.         

The body was fitted onto 
the jam chuck and the tail-
stock brought up to sup-
port the piece. 

The bottom was cleaned 
up and finished with a decorative line to 

denote the piece had a turned finish. 

After a second coat of lacquer the colour 

of the wood intensified giving a really 
good finish to the piece.  

  

2nd Project Large Budvase   
    
For this project Steve used a piece of     

sapele approx.5 inches x 3 inches x 12 

inches, a large bud vase. On the block of 

timber were 3 pre-drilled holes to which he 

would explain later. 

 

Steve went through his lock down with 

emphasis on the tailstock lock with a few 

taps with a piece of timber. 

 

The first job was to create a tenon, for this 

he used a standard grind bowl gouge, with 

the piece between centres                     
 

The reason for the extra checks is because 

he wanted to turn the imbalanced piece at 

initially 1000rpm increasing to 2600 rpm. 

 

After creating the initial tenon Steve went 

on to shape the bottom with a curve upward 

on the body of the vase. 

 

The advantage of spinning the piece at  high 

rpm is that the time lapse of tool contact is 

reduced and tear out is kept minimal. 

  

The piece was turned around and fitted into 

a chuck and tailstock brought up for sup-

port. 
 

A roughing gouge was used initially to re-

duce the neck of the vase to approx. size. 

 

 

The shape of the neck was refined further 

and the high rpm again kept tear out mini-

mal on the square shoulders.  
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At this point Steve explained he was going 
to texture the square edge section with an 
arbotech tool with the exception of a small 

rectangle around the pre drilled holes. 

 

With the lathe spindle locked Steve started 

to carve grooves parallel to the sides of the 
vase avoiding the edges and the rectangle 
he had marked. 

The piece was rotated until all sides had 
been textured evenly. Each time the piece 
was rotated the lathe was locked for safety 
to prevent the piece moving whilst in con-

tact with the arbotech. 

 

The rounded areas were sanded and also all 

the square edges had a light sanding. 

 

 

As the sides of the piece were to be sprayed 
black and to help prevent any bleed through 

onto the other end grain surfaces they were 
sprayed with acrylic sanding sealer. 

 

 

 

The square section was sprayed black 
and a hot air gun used to aid the drying 
time. 

 

 

The shoulders top and bottom were       

re-cut     

  

   

The corner edges were sanded and also 

the flat surface to reveal the timber sur-
face. Using the rotation of the lathe the 
other surface were sanded carefully to 
avoid bruised knuckles. 

The tailstock was removed and a hole 
drilled  down the centre.      

 

 

The centre hole was enlarged into the 
neck of the vase using a 3/8 spindle 
gouge.   
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The vase was removed from the chuck 

and a jam chuck created to allow the base 

to be turn finished. 

 

 

The chucking tenon was removed and the 

foot finished of with a decorative ring. 
 

 

 

 

 

To finish the project all that remained 

was to make some box wood inserts to fit 

into the pre-drilled holes. 
 

  

 The inserts were fitted into the vase and 

the whole piece lacquered. 

 

The morning session finished with Steve 

completing two interesting projects. 

 

 

 

 

During lunch it was obvious that the busy morning session and 
the treatment Steve was having was taking it’s toll on his well 
being, Steve wanted to carry on with the afternoon session but 

the committee decided to ask Steve respectfully to take a back 
seat and rest. 

Cue Wolfgang. 

As you know Wolfgang is a very experienced turner and 
would like to get into the demonstration arena and has already 
carried out demonstrations for other clubs in the area. 

Knowing Steve had been poorly over the last 12 months with 
various treatment we had put Wolfgang on the bench so to 
speak. 

Whilst setting up, Wolfgang commented that whilst he had 
done various demonstrations previously he felt a little more 

―Under pressure‖ being his own club. 

Wolfgang Shultz-Zachau Review 

Project: Brooch and shawl pin 

Wolfgang fitted a home made disc 
which was slightly concave into the 

chuck jaws, this was to be used as a fric-
tion drive for the disc. 

The square blank of Plum 10mm thick 
and approx. 70mm diameter was placed 
against the disc and supported by the 
tailstock and then turned to round using 

a spindle gouge. 
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The front face of the disc was shaped and 
sanded as this is the only opportunity to 
sand and polish. 

 

The disc was turned around and the process 
repeated to shape the other side of the disc. 
Wolfgang made a point of saying not to 

make the edge to sharp as it would be     
vulnerable to damage. 

 

Wolfgang changed the chuck and showed 
us another home made clamp to hold the 
disc whilst turning the centre material away. 

 

 

The home made clamp is basically a piece 
of wood turned to round to the required di-
ameter of discs being made and a groove 
being created  on the inner circle to accept 
the disc. The clamp was then cut in half. 

A groove around the outside was made to enable an elastic 

band to be wrapped around which aided assembly prior to fit-
ting in the chuck. 

 

On this particular clamp the centre hole was 
offset so as to create the centre hole in the 
disc offset. 

The disc was placed in the clamp and fitted 
into the chuck, it doesn’t matter at this point 

were the disc is fitted into the clamp unless 
there is a specific grain orientation you pre-
fer.  

With the lathe running at 1500rpm a spindle 
gouge was used to lightly remove the waste 
starting at the centre and working out using 

push cuts to enlarge the hole towards the 
centre.  

Remember at this stage you only want to go 
half the depth of the disc (approx. 3- 4 mm). 
This side was then sanded and wax applied. 

NOW MAKE A MARK ON THE DISC 
AND JIG TO ALIGN, so when you turn it 
around the eccentric lines up correctly. 

Now repeat the process of removing waste 
until you break through, how much you take 

out depends on your own preference. A final 
sand and polish and the disc was complete. 

For those that didn’t see the demo, this is 
the quick improvisation by Wolfgang using 
a piece of sand paper as the disc was a    
fraction small and slipped in the jig. 
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The Pin 

To make the pin Wolfgang used a piece of  
wood  10x10x140mm long. The piece was 
supported in a set of home made Jaws within 
the basic chuck and the tailstock brought up 

to prevent wobbling. 

A spindle gouge was used to turn the piece to 
round  and reduce the diameter and create 
the pin head 

A skew was then used to reduce the diameter 
of the pin further. Wolfgang used his thumb 
and forefinger to support the skew and the 
piece whilst delicately reducing the size. 

Ooops there was a flaw in the timber and the 

end snapped off, I think we are going to 
have a shorter pin! The situation was quickly                         
rescued and yes we have a slightly shorter 
pin. 

 

The pin was sanded, pol-
ished and was given a   
final buff on a mop . 

 

 

Again many thanks to Wolfgang for stepping in. 

  

  Cliffs Corner  

            5 Deadly Terms Used By A Woman  
 
#1 Fine 
This is the word used by women to end an argument                                                                                          
when she knows she is right, and you need to shut up. 
 
#2 Nothing 
Means something and you need to be worried. 
 
#3 Go Ahead. 
This is a dare, not permission, do not do it. 
 
#4 Whatever 
A woman’s way of saying‖ screw you. 
 
#5 That’s OK 
She is thinking long and hard on how and when                                                                                                            
you will pay for your mistake. 
 
Bonus Word WOW! 

This is not a compliment, She is amazed that                                                                                                                

one person could be so stupid.  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

I know, I’ve got the tee shirt.  

Rob 

 

Ps. Only joking, She’s lovely really 
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           Winners of Chairman's Challenge 2019                         
          Trophies presented by  Steve Heeley  

            Novice Group - 9 entries      Advanced Group - 24 entries 

     Intermediate Group -  43 entries  

        Winner  Les Wilkes          Winner  Malcolm Thorpe  

    Winner  Graham Hunt  

Steve made a point of saying that he thought that the Chairman’s Challenge 

was a great way to encourage  all members to develop their skill and 

knowledge, whether you are a beginner, Intermediate or advanced, there is 

always something you can learn.  

2020 

Will some of our new members be giving Les some competition in 2020? 

Can Graham hang onto the trophy with Malcolm Edwards snapping at his 

heels? 

Is there anyone to stop Malcolm taking a Hat-trick, can Don, Keith, Ted, 

Darren or anyone else put up a challenge this year? 
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 Chairman’s Challenge : January 2020 

 

                              Novice Group                  

  Tea Light Holder 

 

 

  

                                   Intermediate Group 

      Off Centre Pendant 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        Advanced Group                                            

     Piece of Wall Art  

 

  

  

 

Chairman’s Challenge : February 2020 

                              Novice Group                  

  Hedgehog 

 

 

  

                                   Intermediate Group 

   Discus Bowl 

                                        Advanced Group                                            

   Oriental Style Box  
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December Display Table   
See website for index  https://www.wmwoodturners.org.uk  

 

 

 

Cliff’s selection of pick a peg 

items. Thank you to those that 

contributed. 

 

Steve Heeley display Table  

_________________________________________________ 

One of Steve's larger projects spotted on his web site 
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              “Making Shavings”  It’s what we do 
 
 
               We also make some beautiful art  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                           Acknowledgment 
 
Thank you to: 

Cliff Lane                                              Humour     

John Hooper                                         Photos 

Wolfgang Shultz-Zachau                    Afternoon Demo 

  ————————————————————————————— 

      Chairman's Challenge January    Intermediate Group    

      Off Centre Pendant 

 

 

 

So now we have seen how it’s done, you will have by now either seen 
Wolfgang’s demonstration, read the review in the Newsletter or  

possibly Both.  No pressure! 

 

 

 

 

 If you have any articles or information on Wood Turning that you feel 

would benefit other member’s of the club, please  forward them to me 

and I will consider them for publication in the Club Newsletter  

Rob 

Editor@wmwoodturners.org.uk 

Mobile 07824 660112 

The Chairman and Committee                        

Would like to wish all members  

   A Very Happy, Healthy and Prosperous 

New Year          

    lets TURN 2020 into another great success for the club  
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